Economical protocol for combined single-strand conformation polymorphism and heteroduplex analysis on a standard capillary electrophoresis apparatus.
Combined single-strand conformational polymorphism (SSCP) and heteroduplex (HD) analysis (SSCP-HD) take advantage of parallel mutation detection in single-strand and duplex fraction during the single capillary electrophoresis (CE) run. The high mutation detection rate of individual SSCP and HD in CE guarantees almost a 100% success rate of combined SSCP-HD. Described here, the protocol for SSCP-HD-CE does not require dedicated instrumentation but can be applied for any commonly available CE DNA analyzer. We focused mostly on the sample preparation step that is critical for the stability of generated fractions and reproducibility of a generated result. The application of universal primer for fluorescent labeling and omitting the PCR purification step also greatly reduce the cost of mutation detection by SSCP-HD-CE.